Enabling the Pressure program on the SRI 8610C GC

The A/D board is mounted along the inside right side of SRI 8610C, 310C and 410 GCs.

The A/D board is labeled Analog Out 1, 2 and 3 if your A/D board is a model 302 6 channel USB type. The 302 board has 3 analog outputs. Analog output #1 is used to control the oven temperature program. Analog outputs #2 and 3 are normally left unconnected to anything.

All other A/D boards (model 333, model 202 and model 203) are labeled TP1 (temperature program one) or TP2 (temperature program two). These boards only have two analog outputs.

Locate the wire which is labeled Carr Prog (carrier program). This wire will be tucked under the A/D board and insulated with a piece of colored tape.

Connect the Carr Prog wire to Analog output #2 (or TP2) to enable the program in PeakSimple's Channel Two to control the carrier gas pressure. If you prefer, you can connect to Analog output #3 in which case the program in PeakSimple's channel 3 would control the carrier gas pressure.
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Set the “Control By” radio button in PeakSimple’s Channel Two details screen to “Pressure”.

Exit the Channels menu and then re-enter. You will see that the Channel 2 Temperature button is now labeled Pressure.

Enter a pressure program which is appropriate for your analysis.
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Using a screwdriver adjust the Carrier Local Setpoint to 000. The Total Setpoint will now display whatever Channel Two pressure program is set to.

The Total Setpoint is the sum of the local setpoint (the screwdriver setpoint) and the remote setpoint (the setpoint from PeakSimple).

If the local setpoint is set to something other than 000 it will add to the Total Setpoint. So if the local setpoint was 5 and the remote setpoint was 5, the Total Setpoint would read 10.

When the GC is first turned on and before PeakSimple establishes communication, or if Channel Two is not activated the remote setpoint defaults to 45psi.